


vertical axis Darrieus towers. Millions of dollars are also being invested into maglev or friction-free 
technologies or oscillation-based power generation concepts. Most of them are not even at the 
prototype level or simply don't work. 

Traditional wind turbines have also evolved over time, to become bigger, more powerful, quieter, 
cheaper and more efficient. But from original designs and prototypes of the 50s, inherited from 
cereals windmills, to efficient floating platforms, the core technology has not evolved. Wind towers 
are devices with blades fixed on a rotor that turns in the moving air to power an electric generator 
that eventually supplies electricity.

Wind turbine and windmill manufacturers have long-development cycles. R&D is a very long and 
costly process and to bring to market new concepts and technologies is not easily achievable. In 
the power and also in other industries many patented technologies have yet to be proven. The 
advantage of AWE is that it is inexpensive. 

Maglev windmills would cost over $150m to be proven, building a single prototype. AWE 
technology had been quietly developed over 14 years and the entire process was solely funded 
internally. Now, AWE has proved the technology for slightly under $2 million dollars. 

Some have compared AWE units with Dyson bladeless fans that provide a smooth and constant air 
flow and with the successful story of Dyson. 
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Figure 15 Evolution of wind technology in the US since 1980 (Source: NREL)



Dyson Air Multiplier works by sucking in air at the pedestal stand and pushing it out through a thin 
gap in the main ring. The concept was first patented by Toshiba in 1981 but was never 
manufactured. Toshiba, especially at that time, had a very strong R&D and innovation department 
and filed many patents, many of them not leading to any commercial product. Dyson eventually 
improved the concept and delivered a working commercial line of products leveraging the core 
technology. 

Since 1981 and until it was brought to market by Dyson Inc., every home appliance manufacturer 
knew the technology would work. And that there would be a market. But status quo was the best. 
Toshiba, like any other brand that could have acquired the patent or, like Dyson, significantly 
improve the concept and design and obtain a new patent, could have brought this to market. But 
for the fact that no one does it is to the advantage of large players, who don’t like disruption and 
don’t want to disrupt the market themselves. It eventually is the fate of small private players to 
disrupt the market. 

Like with AWE. It comes to a small company to bring a new concept, that works, to market, and 
slowly grow our share in a growing market. In a growing market competition is healthy and does 
not always promote innovation. 

Manufacturers and power companies have invested so much in traditional wind turbines and 
building multi-billion dollar manufacturing plants, that a shift to another technology would be too 
costly. 

The lobby of power companies and engineering companies has no interest, for now, to promote 
higher capacity technologies, when traditional wind turbines are selling well. 
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Figure 16 Dyson Air Multiplier versus traditional fan – Dyson line of products (Source: Google Image)  
                Note: AWE is not in any way associated with Dyson.



AWE devices have a much higher capacity than any existing wind technology. On top of this, AWE 
units are much smaller, generate more energy under all wind conditions and can store energy. 
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AWE has several clear strengths when compared to traditional wind 
turbines: 

1) Electricity is generated at a fraction of the cost of existing 
methods, in less space

2) It has the ability to operate in almost all wind conditions
3) It can store energy and generate electricity for extended 

periods of time even when the air is still.

In addition, modern wind turbine energy needs to be transported via 
miles of transmission lines. Since the AWE can operate in very low 
wind and store the energy it makes, it can be placed much closer to 
where energy is needed, reducing the need for long transmission 
lines, thereby reducing energy loss, time and cost.

Figure 19 AWE units vs. traditional wind turbine

Figure 18 Wind capacity by country (Source: REN21)
Figure 17 Wind capacity globally (Source: REN21)



AWE units start generating power at much lower wind speed than wind turbines and can operate 
under high wind speed, when traditional windmills have to be stopped and in some locations 
blades folded. AWE’s capacity factor, close to 100% and the fact that units can be deployed close 
to where the power is needed or close to the grid, are guarantees for much higher ROI.

Compared to other sources of energies, AWE also presents the best price-capacity ratio.
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Figure 21 Capacity Factors by energy source (Source: US EIA, data simulated for AWE)

Figure 20 AWE model 20 vs. traditional wind turbine – simulated data for AWE
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Capacity factors vary from one source to another, one technology to another but also from one 
country or region to another. Nuclear remains the most efficient primary source of power, apart 
from countries where nuclear plants are aging or suffer from long maintenance cycles. Solar is less 
efficient in countries suffering from bad weather or where the days are short. Similarly, wind is 
mainly efficient in countries where winds are constant and bad weather rare.
AWE devices are attractive for all countries and regions.

Nations, companies, laboratories and energy providers have focused on trying to find the solution 
for storing electrical energy, eventually leading to efficient utility-scale batteries, but yet to be 
proven and integrated with electricity grids globally. We, at AWE, believe this has been the 
incorrect approach. At AWE, our answer to “energy storage” is by not storing electric energy but by 
storing and processing compressed air, which allows us to produce the needed electricity 24/7, 
and on demand.

For most who’ve followed in this path, they’ve focused on creating a massive capacity of storage to 
supply continuous power while we have targeted our approach differently. We have approached 
this avenue by concentrating and condensing that storage with a laser focus on re-generating that 
storage. It’s no wonder AWE came to the solution first.

In terms of pure price per unit of power produced, AWE, when in full production, will be the least 
expensive source of power. AWE utility-scale units will achieve an average or Levelized Cost of 
Electricity (LCOE) of $35 per MWh using USA cost factors.  Portable units, because of the 
container and some sub-systems, will come at a commercial price of around $59 per MWh using 
USA cost factors. 

But the AWE units also extract water and carbon. 
The average LCOE will vary from one region to the other, since the cost of units will be based on 
regional specificities, for instance local assembly, customs and taxes. 
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Figure 21 Capacity Factors by type of source in different countries and regions 2008-2012 (Source: US EIA)



Variations in LCOE according to the World Energy Council (WEC) 2016 data LCOE (USD/MWh) 
can vary for example with on-shore wind turbines (no fuel component) a low of $24 a high of $151 
and a median of $56.  The variations can range as much as 629% within a country and globally as 
much as 289% between countries.  On-shore wind capacity factors range from 26% to 50%.  The 
data shows a 98% correlation between capacity factor and LCOE in the countries. Another 
example is (LCOE) of solar electricity (USD/MWh) ranging from a low of $53 to a high of $279 and 
a median of $131 USD/MWh, variation of up to 553%.  Solar electricity capacity factors range from 
17% to 33% and average 23%.

The AWE higher capacity factor of 92-95% and ability to maintain its capacity factor during any 
wind conditions means a more stable LCOE over long periods of time and more reliable deliveries 
of planned MWh in any country and region.  

The only clear trend, when it comes to other sources of energy, is for solar to become cheaper. 
AWE will remain competitive, on a MW to MW power generation capacity, with any other source of 
energy. The WEC states that “Over time the cost of producing electricity from a given technology 
should fall at a rate related to the level of deployment, a phenomenon known as the experience 
curve. Over the past few years LCOE’s for PV and onshore wind have fallen dramatically as 
governments have provided financial support that has encouraged rapid deployment, causing the 
cost of manufacturing those technologies to come down while the efficiency of producing electricity 
from them has increased”.  The AWE is not dependent on governmental financial support.  The 
already low cost per kW per unit will drop significantly as production levels increase and production 
can be done in lower cost regions.
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Figure 22 Levelised costs of electricity (USD per megawatt hour [MWh]), 2014 (Source: IEA)



The footprint of AWE units is lesser than any other source of power. 

The proliferation of wind farms is often seen as a nuisance. 400ft-high wind towers with large 
blades are often noisy and the requirement to have plenty of them on coastlines, offshore natural 
beaches or on mountains has environmental impacts. These large blades also kill birds. AWE's 
largest unit is a fraction of the size of the wind turbines described, the largest of the utility scale 
AWE devices will only be 110 feet, the wind capture areas have been designed to dramatically 
reduce noise and devised to alleviate bird kill.

AWE by-products deliver significant advantages. 
No other power-generating commercial technology allows for extraction of water. 

AWE devices use condensation to extract water vapor and collect liquid water. When humidity 
(water vapor) in the air comes in contact with the chilled surface of a glass of ice water the water 
vapor “condenses” from vapor to liquid. The same process occurs with air conditioners and is the 
same process that produces rain.

When AWE stored high-pressure compressed air is regulated to a lower working pressure the 
compressed air becomes cold, similar to a low-pressure weather system that creates a cold front 
and rainstorms. AWE devices are equipped with condensation modules that effectively perform this 
same process. Due to the high volume of air that is compressed and decompressed each AWE 
device is capable of producing tens of millions to hundreds of millions of gallons of water per year.
The typical costs for a reverse-osmosis desalination plant includes 44% of the operating budget for 
electricity.
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Figure 23  Footprint of AWE vs. other sources of energy – Left graph: Height (typical height ft.) – Right graph: Land Area (sq. ft./kW)
 (Source: AWE own, based on Ref: Nuclear - San Onofre; Coal – Mohave Generating Station; Natural Gas – Langley Gulch Power Plant; Wind 
Turbine – GE)



All the below systems require electricity to work (electrical plug, diesel generator, solar, hybrid). 
AWE is the only self-powered solution.

AWE’s carbon credit balance is the higher amongst all sources of energy.
 
Removing or scrubbing carbon dioxide from air is a process that is preformed for example on 
board the International Space Station and submarines. The technology for this is well known and 
we integrate it into our units. AWE devices are equipped with CO2 scrubbers to remove carbon 
dioxide from the huge volume of air being processed through the systems.

The CO2 removed is stored and will be used in commercial operations including agricultural and 
industrial processes to increase plant growth and produce products including carbon fibers, 
industrial diamonds and others. These uses will prevent the release of the CO2 back into the 
atmosphere.

This proactive reduction in greenhouse gases will assist in reversing global warming and improve 
the quality of the air we breathe.

Figure 25 Carbon Credits (MTons/Yr/MWh) (Source: CO2 Emissions  - Oregon Department of Energy, AWE simulated data) 

Energy Source Nuclear Coal Natural Gas W i n d 
Turbine

Solar AWE

Electric Production 
Avoided (Emitted) 
CO2 

0.86 (0.95) (0.60) .31 0.13 .91

CO2 Scrubbed from 
Air 

0 0 0 0 0 .19
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Figure 24 Illustration of existing and prototypes of Atmospheric Water Extraction systems



Overall we can evaluate the environmental, social and economic impact and compare to other 
sources of energy:

The advantages that AWE technology offers compared to other sources of energy and traditional 
wind turbines are many. AWE won’t only be a very cost-efficient way of producing electricity, but 
also a sustainable way. The by-products are very important and represent a real bonus. 

AWE sets a new standard in the market. 

Initial target markets
AWE wants to become a global company, with hundreds of units in operation within 5 years. We 
believe our technology is well suited for all markets, irrespective of whether wind farms already 
operate or not. Because of their ability to operate and generate electricity under poor wind 
conditions and at very high wind speed, AWE devices can be located almost everywhere. From 
remote mountain sites to coastlines, from islands to deserts, AWE can operate and generate 
electricity. 

We have developed an approach to maximize the chances of success. Our market penetration 
strategy is based on a geographical and market segmentation approach. 
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Figure 26 Comparison of different technologies and their impact - vs. AWE (Source: extract from NREL report 2014 with AWE’s own edits and additions)


